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EM-based approach to 3D reconstruction from
single-waveform multispectral Lidar data

Quentin Legros, Sylvain Meignen, Stephen McLaughlin, Yoann Altmann

Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel Bayesian approach
for estimating spectral and range profiles from single-photon
Lidar waveforms associated with single surfaces in the photon-
limited regime. In contrast to classical multispectral Lidar
signals, we consider a single Lidar waveform per pixel, whereby
a single detector is used to acquire information simultaneously
at multiple wavelengths. A new observation model based on a
mixture of distributions is developed. It relates the unknown
parameters of interest to the observed waveforms containing
information from multiple wavelengths. Adopting a Bayesian
approach, several prior models are investigated and a stochastic
Expectation-Maximization algorithm is proposed to estimate the
spectral and depth profiles. The reconstruction performance and
computational complexity of our approach are assessed, for
different prior models, through a series of experiments using
synthetic and real data under different observation scenarios.
The results obtained demonstrate a significant speed-up without
significant degradation of the reconstruction performance when
compared to existing methods in the photon-starved regime.

Index Terms—Multispectral imaging, 3D imaging, single-
photon Lidar, Bayesian estimation, Expectation-Maximization.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEPTH measurement from Light detection and ranging
(Lidar) systems has received an increasing interest over

the last decades, as it allows reconstruction of 3D scenes at
high resolution [1], [2]. Single band Lidar (SBL), i.e., using a
single illumination wavelength, allows the extraction of spatial
structures from 3D scenes, using a pulsed illumination and
analysis of the time-of-arrival (ToA) of detected photons, for
each spatial location or pixel. More precisely, time correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC) correlates the photon ToAs
with the time of emission of the pulses to obtain the time-
of-flights (ToFs) of the recorded photons that are gathered
to form a histogram of photon detection events. Neglecting
light scattering in the medium, the detected photons originally
emitted by the pulsed source are temporally clustered and
form a peak in the histogram, whose amplitude informs
on the reflectivity of the surface. Conversely, the additional
detection events caused by ambient illumination and detector
dark counts are classically uniformly distributed across the
histogram bins. While allowing the reconstruction of high-
resolution 3D scenes, SBL only provides one reflectivity value
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(corresponding to the wavelength of the laser source) per
surface and thus does not provide spectral information about
the scene of interest. When such information is also required,
data fusion strategies can be adopted, as in [3], [4] for instance.

Multispectral Lidar (MSL) overcomes data registration and
fusion problems, as spectral and spatial features are collected
using a single imaging system [5]. This emerging modality
has already led to promising results for underwater imaging
[6], object detection in urban area [7] and forest canopy
monitoring [8]. Using laser sources at different wavelengths,
histograms associated with different spectral bands are usually
recorded for each pixel of the scenes, using a single device.
The acquisition of MSL signals can be performed either
sequentially, i.e., one wavelength at a time, or in parallel.
Sequential acquisition requires an overall longer acquisition
time which depends on the number of wavelengths sensed.
While parallel acquisition allows faster acquisition, it requires
a more complex and potentially more expensive imaging
system [9]–[11], e.g., using fibers optic [12] or optical volume
gratings [13] to separate the spectral components.

To reduce the acquisition time, limit the complexity of the
imaging system and the volume of data to be stored and
processed, a single-waveform MSL (SW-MSL) approach has
recently been developed [14], whereby a single histogram
containing spectral information from multiple wavelengths is
recorded per pixel via wavelength-time coding (see Fig 1).
Using a single waveform per pixel, the acquisition time is
of the same order as when using SBL in the photon-starved
regime. As discussed in [14], the distribution of the photons
ToA is shifted in time with a wavelength-dependent temporal
delay. Although these delays are fixed, the amplitude of the
different peaks varies depending on the spectral signatures of
the scene, which changes the waveform shape.

The study of SW-MSL data reduces to estimating a 3D
profile and to quantifying the proportion of detected photons
associated with each wavelength. In a similar fashion to the
analysis of MSL data, the joint estimation of the spectral
and range profiles is a challenging problem, mainly due to
the multimodal nature of the observation model. To overcome
this difficulty, Bayesian approaches have been proposed in the
MSL case, e.g., [15]–[18] for their ability to explore multi-
modal distributions and to quantify the uncertainty associated
with the estimates (e.g., range profiles).

To analyse SW-MSL data, the Bayesian method proposed
in [14] relies also on Monte Carlo sampling to estimate the
spectral and depth profiles. Although it provides promising
reconstruction results, this method suffers from a prohibitive
computational time (about 15 hours to reconstruct a single 3D
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Fig. 1. Examples of acquisition of four MSL waveforms (left), using one
wavelength per waveform, and SW-MSL (right) capturing simultaneously
information from four wavelengths. In this example, the vegetated scene
is mostly green and the Lidar return associated with this wavelength range
(second peak from the left) is larger than the other returns.

scene of 200×200 pixels and 4 wavelengths), which motivates
the development of new and more scalable methods based on
optimization schemes, as intended here.

In this work, we introduce a new SW-MSL model within
a Bayesian framework and an associated inference procedure
which is significantly faster than that proposed by Ren et al.
[14]. The classical observation model based on Poisson noise
as in [16], [19]–[22], is replaced by an equivalent model as
in [23] (in the low-flux regime) which is more suited for the
proposed inference strategy. More precisely, the distribution of
the photon detection events is represented by a mixture model,
where one component of the mixture relates to the ambient il-
lumination (background) and where the remaining components
are associated with the different illumination wavelengths
(signal contributions). Similarly to most 3D reconstruction
methods from single-photon data, such as [15], [16], [21], [23],
we assume the photons emitted by the imaging system are
reflected onto a single target. We then assign prior distributions
to the unknown model parameters. To overcome convergence
issues (multimodal posterior distribution, slow convergence of
the MCMC method in [14]) induced by the joint estimation
of the depth and spectral profile, we estimate the parameters
sequentially. More precisely, we use an algorithm based on
Expectation-Maximization (EM) to first estimate the mixture
weights in each pixel. These weights are then used to estimate
spectral signature in each pixels and the range profile.

The main contributions of the paper are:

• A new SW-MSL observation model whose formulation
is well suited for inference using EM-based algorithms.

• An EM-based algorithm for analysis of SW-MSL data
which extends the model proposed in [23] for SBL data.

• In contrast to the method proposed in [23], we provide
an additional step to estimate reflectivity parameters from
the estimated ratios of informative photons detected.

• A comparison of several prior models for the unknown
spectral profile in terms of reconstruction performance
and associated computational complexity. This study
demonstrates that the proposed strategy yields faster
reconstruction than the method in [14].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the new SW-MSL observation model and the dif-

ferent prior distributions associated with the unknown model
parameters are discussed in Section III. Section IV describes
the estimation strategy based on EM. A comparison of the
different prior models using synthetic SBL data is conducted
in Section V in order to identify the most interesting options in
terms of estimation performance and computational cost. This
study is then extended in the remainder of Section V, which
investigates real SW-MSL data analysis and comparison with
the method proposed in [14]. Conclusions and future work are
finally reported in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a 3D observation array Z of MSL waveforms
zn,l = [Z]n,l,: = [zn,l,1, . . . , zn,l,T ]> of size N × L × T ,
where N is the number of pixels or spatial locations, L is
the number of spectral bands and T is the length of the ToF
histograms. The spectral response of the object in the nth pixel
is denoted by rn = [rn,1, . . . , rn,L]> ∈ RL+, and bn,l is the
positive, constant over time, background level of that pixel,
at the lth wavelength. The classical MSL observation model
relies on Poisson noise [15], [19] such that

zn,l,t| (rn,l, tn, bn,l) ∼ P (rn,lgl(t− tn) + bn,l) , (1)

where {gl(.)}l are the instrumental/impulse response functions
(IRFs) associated with the L wavelengths. These IRFs are
assumed to be known as they are generally estimated during
the system calibration. Moreover, tn is the characteristic ToF
of photons emitted by the laser source and reflected by an
object at distance dn of the sensor. Note that dn and tn are
linearly related when the light speed is constant in the medium
between the imaging device and the scene.

In a similar manner, the SW-MSL observation model based
on Poisson noise can be obtained by summing the elements
of Z over the spectral dimension (see also [14]), that is, by
defining yn,t =

∑L
l=1 zn,l,t, resulting in an N×T observation

matrix Y with [Y ]n,t = yn,t. For convenience, we also define
yn = [yn,1, . . . , yn,T ]>, the waveform associated with the nth
pixel, such that Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]>. The resulting SW-MSL
observation model becomes

yn,t| (rn, tn, bn) ∼ P

(
bn +

L∑
l=1

rn,lgl(t− tn)

)
, (2)

where bn gathers all the background contributions in the nth
pixel. The main challenge with the model in Eq. (2) is the
joint estimation of t = {tn}n and (R, b) = ({rn}n, {bn}n),
especially for high background levels that lead to a highly
multimodal likelihood in Eq. (2).

Our approach uses a model reformulation similar to that in
[23], as it allows the use of EM-based algorithms for faster
parameter estimation. Instead of using the waveforms yn as
observations, it uses lists of photon ToFs. We denote by sn =
{spn}

ȳn
p=1 the set of photon ToFs in the nth pixel, with ȳn =∑T

t=1 yn,t. From Eq. (2), it can be shown that the observation
model for a given spn can be expressed as
p(spn|wn, tn)

=
1

T

(
1−

L∑
l=1

wl,n

)
+

L∑
l=1

wl,n
gl(s

p
n − tn)

Gl
, (3)
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with Gl =
T∑
t=1

gl(t − tn) the integral of the IRF gl, which

is assumed constant over the admissible values of tn (such
that the IRFs are not cropped). In (3), the weights wn =
[w1,n, . . . , wL,n]> represent the probabilities of each detected
photon to be a signal photons associated with a given wave-
length and are given by

wl,n =
rn,lGl

L∑
l=1

rn,lGl + Tbn

. (4)

Note that (1 −
∑L
l=1 wl,n) is the probability of a detected

photon to be a background photon. The weights are gathered
in the L × N matrix W = [w1, . . . ,wN ], whose rows are
denoted by w>l,: (as column vectors). By construction, the
vectors wn belong to the set

SL := {x ∈ RL|∀l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, xl ≥ 0,

L∑
l=1

xl ≤ 1}, (5)

and we denote by SNL = {W |∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N},wn ∈ SL}
the domain of definition of W .

Assuming that the ToAs are mutually independent, condi-
tioned on the value of (wn, tn), the joint likelihood is

p(S|W , t) =
∏
n

ȳn∏
p=1

p(spn|wn, tn), (6)

where the set of ToAs are gathered in S = {sn}Nn=1. The
next section discusses different prior models associated with
the unknown parameters (W , t) in Eq. (6).

III. PRIOR MODELS

In this work, we address the recovery of W (allowing
subsequent estimation of R) and t from Y using a Bayesian
approach and thus assign prior distributions to these pa-
rameters, to incorporate additional information available and
regularize the inference problem. Although the depth and
reflectivity profiles are expected to be correlated, modeling this
correlation is difficult and usually complicates the inference
process. To keep the inference process tractable, as in [14],
[15], [23], [24] we assume prior independence between the
reflectivity and range profiles. Since the estimation quality of
t mainly depends on the illumination level (only weakly on
the prior model p(t), as long as it is informative), a single
prior model is used to describe our prior knowledge about t,
while we consider several prior models for W .

A. Prior Models for W

1) TV-based prior model: A classical choice for promoting
spatial correlation between parameters in neighboring pixels
are Markov random fields (MRFs) [24]–[26]. The first MRF
investigated here is based on a total-variation (TV) regulariza-
tion [27], [28] strategy, which promotes piece-wise constant
images, and can be expressed as

p(W |λ) ∝ exp

[
−λ

L∑
l=1

‖w>l,:‖TV

]
1SN

L
(W ), (7)

where 1SN
L

(·) is the indicator function defined on SNL and λ is
a user-defined hyperparameter controlling the amount of prior
smoothness of the rows of W . The `1-based total variation
(TV) regularization of a vectorized image x is defined as
‖x‖TV = ‖∇vx‖1 + ‖∇hx‖1, where ∇v (resp. ∇h) is
the linear operator computing the discretized vertical (resp.
horizontal) finite difference of the image [29]. Note that this
prior model is log-concave but not differentiable and that
although the rows of W seem a priori independent, they are
correlated through the indicator function in Eq. (7). This prior
model will be referred as ”TV” in this paper.

2) Curvature-based prior model: Another classical MRF is
based on the Laplacian operator, which imposes an `2-norm
penalization for the mean (spatial) curvature of images. The
resulting model can be expressed as

f(W |λ) ∝ exp

[
−λ

2

L∑
l=1

‖Law>l,:‖22

]
1SN

L
(W ), (8)

where La is the (N ×N) Laplacian operator [30], [31]. This
model is log-concave and differentiable on SNL . We will refer
to this model as ”Lap”.

3) Dirichlet-Based Prior Models: The two MRFs presented
above promote local spatial correlation but are global models
correlating all the image pixels. We also investigate three
increasingly informative, yet simpler, prior models that can
significantly reduce the computational complexity of the in-
ference process (as will be discussed in Section V). These
models are based on the Dirichlet distribution, which stands
as a natural choice to satisfy the constraints induced by SNL .

The first and second models are based on

f(W |β) =
∏
n

Dir(wn|β), (9)

where Dir(·|β) is the probability density function of the
Dirichlet distribution with parameters β = [β1, . . . , βL+1]>.
Here these parameters are assumed to take values in (1,∞)
to ensure the strict log-concavity of Eq. (9) with respect
to W. Using Eq. (9), all the vectors wn share the same
hyperparameters, and are a priori independent, conditioned on
β. Moreover the model in Eq. (9) does not promote any spatial
correlation and seems consequently well suited when the data
is informative enough or when no strong regularization is
required. Its main advantage is that it allows the vectors
wn to be updated independently (see Section V). Our first
model based on Eq. (9) uses a fixed and constant set of
hyperparameters, i.e., β = κ1L+1, where 1L+1 is the (L+ 1)
column vector of ones. In practice κ is set to κ = 1.01 to
obtain a log-concave, weakly informative prior model. This
first model is referred to as ”W-Dirichlet” (weak Dirichlet-
based model) in the remainder of the paper.

The second prior model embeds Eq. (9) in a hierarchical
model, i.e., considers β is an unknown parameter vector which
is assigned as prior model a product of (L + 1) independent
and identical truncated exponential distributions with fixed
hyperparameter θ, that is

f(β|θ) ∝
L+1∏
l=1

θe−θβl1(1,∞)(β). (10)
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In this case, β is estimated together withW and the truncation
is introduced to ensure the log-concavity of (9) with respect to
W . In all the results presented in Section V we fixed θ = 1/4.
This model is referred to as ”G-Dirichlet” (global Dirichlet-
based model with unknown β).

The third Dirichlet-based model is similar to the G-Dirichlet
model but is applied to groups of pixels instead of the whole
image [32]. Let us assume that the image pixels are clustered
in C distinct and known groups, each group presenting specific
spectral profiles. The procedure to form these groups, which
are generally unknown will be discussed in Section IV-E. Let
Ic be the set of pixel indices in the cth group. The joint prior
model for W can be written as

f(W |β1, . . . ,βC) =

C∏
c=1

∏
n∈Ic

Dir(wn|βc), (11)

where βc is a group-dependent vector of hyperparameters.
In a similar fashion to the G-Dirichlet, the vectors {βc}c
are assumed unknown, a priori independent and are assigned
prior models as in Eq. (10). As for the first two Dirichlet-
based models, this model does not explicitly account for
local correlation between pixels (the vectors wn are a priori
mutually independent for a fixed clustering and given values
of β1, . . . ,βC) but (local and non-local) correlation can be
implicitly introduced when forming the clusters (see Section
IV-E). We will refer to this model as ”C-Dirichlet” (cluster-
based Dirichlet-based model).

In Section IV, we denote by Φ the set of unknown hyper-
parameters involved in the prior model of W , i.e., Φ = ∅ for
Eqs. (7) and (8) and W-Dirichlet, Φ = β for G-Dirichlet and
Φ = {β1, . . . ,βC} for C-Dirichlet.

B. Prior Model for the Range Profile

Recent single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detectors
[33] offer a timing resolution of several picoseconds which
allows sub-centimeter range resolution. Thus, it makes sense
to assume that the elements of t are defined on the discrete
grid with the same resolution, as in [20], [34], and take values
in {tmin, . . . , tmax} such that 1 < tmin < tmax < T .
Using discrete depths also simplifies the estimation of t. The
bounds (tmin, tmax) ensure that the integrals {Gl}l are indeed
constant, irrespective of the position of the objects. Since real
scenes are often composed of distinct surfaces, it is reasonable
to define a prior model for t which preserves sharp edges. As
in [15], [24], the following TV-based MRF is used in this work

p(t|ε) = exp [−ε‖t‖TV ] , (12)

where the fixed (user-defined) hyperparameter ε, which mostly
depends on the range resolution of the single-photon detector,
determines the level of correlation between the depth param-
eters of neighboring pixels. In Section V, we set ε = 0.05 for
all the experiments.

IV. ESTIMATION STRATEGY

In Section III, we defined joint prior models for (W , t) or
(W , t,Φ) (for the G-Dirichlet and C-Dirichlet models). In this

section, we primarily present the estimation strategy to esti-
mate (W , t) (and subsequently R) for ease of understanding.
Cases where Φ is not empty will be only briefly discussed
in Section IV-B as Φ can be updated together with W . Note
that the fixed hyper-parameters (e.g., ε and λ for the models
in Eqs. (7)-(8)) are omitted for brevity in the equations of
the remainder of this paper. Using the Bayes rule, the joint
posterior distribution of (W , t) can be expressed as

p(W , t|S,Φ) ∝ p(S|W , t)f(W )p(t). (13)

However, as mentioned previously, the joint estimation of W
and t is challenging, mainly due to the multimodal nature
of p(S|W , t). To circumvent this issue, the joint estimation
problem is decomposed into two successive problems where
we first consider t as a nuisance vector to be marginalized
to estimate W via marginal maximum a posteriori (MMAP)
estimation. Once W is estimated, the depth profile can then
be inferred from the posterior distribution p(t|ŴMMAP ,S),
e.g., via MMAP estimation, conditioned on the estimated
proportions ŴMMAP .

A. Estimation of mixture fractions

The estimation of W is performed using

ŴMMAP = argmax
W

f(W |S), (14)

which can be performed using an EM-based algorithm. A typi-
cal iteration of the classical EM algorithm [35] is decomposed
into two steps. Let W (i) be the current estimate of W . The
first step consists of computing

Q(W |W (i)) = Ep(t|W (i),S) [log p(W , t|S)] , (15)

while the second step updates the estimate of W via

W (i+1) = argmax
W∈SN

L

Q(W |W (i)). (16)

Unfortunately, the first step in (15) cannot be computed di-
rectly as the expectation Ep(t|W (i),S) [t] is intractable because
of the MRF prior distribution assigned to t in (12). In such
cases, a classical approach is to resort to stochastic EM (SEM)
algorithms [36], [37]. In this work, to keep the overall compu-
tational cost of the method low, we adopt the strategy detailed
in [38]. More precisely, we replace p(t|W (i),S) in (15) by an
approximating distribution such that the expectation becomes
tractable. In a similar fashion to [39], the approximating
distribution is constructed by generating a random sample t̃
from p(t|W (i),S) and we use the approximation

p(t|W (i),S) ≈ p̃(t|̃t,W (i),S), (17)

which can significantly simplify the computation of expecta-
tions. Indeed, we use

p̃(t|̃t,W (i),S) =

N∏
n=1

p(tn |̃t\n,W (i),S), (18)

where t̃\n is the vector t̃ whose nth element has been
removed and p(·|̃t\n,W (i),S) is the conditional distribution
of the nth element of t̃ associated with the joint distribution
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p(t̃|W (i),S). The approximation thus reduces to a product of
N independent distributions and expectations become easier
to compute.

Instead of computing (15)-(16), the two EM steps become

Q̃(W |W (i)) = Ep̃(t|t̃,W (i),S) [log p(W , t|S)] , (19)

and

W (i+1) = argmax
W∈SN

L

Q̃(W |W (i)). (20)

Defining p̃n,k = p(tn = k|̃t\n,W (i),S),∀(n, k), we obtain

Q̃(W |W (i)) = Q̃1(W |W (i)) + Q̃2(W |W (i)) + C1, (21)

where C1 is a constant which does not depend on W ,
Q̃1(W |W (i)) = log (f(W )) and

Q̃2(W |W (i)) =
∑
n,k

p̃n,k

ȳn∑
p=1

log (p(spn|wn, tn = k)) . (22)

The likelihood p(spn|wn, tn) in Eq. (3) is concave with
respect to (w.r.t.) W , which results in Q̃(W |W (i)) being a
concave function w.r.t. W ∈ SNL . Thus, the solution in (20)
can be obtained using convex optimization methods. This will
be discussed further in Section IV-E.

B. Estimation of the hyper-parameters

The method proposed can be easily extended to estimate
the hyper-parameters in Φ associated with W . In that case,
Eqs. (19) and (20) become
Q̃(W ,Φ|W (i),Φ(i))

= Ep̃(t|t̃,W (i),S,Φ(i)) [log p(W , t,Φ|S)] , (23)

and

(W (i+1),Φ(i+1)) = argmax
W∈SN

L ,Φ

Q̃(W ,Φ|W (i),Φ(i)), (24)

where

p(W , t,Φ|S) ∝ p(S|W , t)p(t)p(W |Φ)p(Φ), (25)

and p(Φ) consists of a product of truncated exponential distri-
butions (see Section III-A3). Sampling the auxiliary variable
t̃ needed in (23) can be achieved as when Φ = ∅. Optimizing
(24) globally is challenging as the problem is not convex and
alternating optimization w.r.t. W and Φ can be adopted to
ensure local convergence. Instead, to reduce the computational
complexity, we simply solve

W (i+1) = argmax
W∈SN

L

Q̃(W ,Φ(i)|W (i),Φ(i))

Φ(i+1) = argmax
Φ

Q̃(W (i+1),Φ|W (i),Φ(i))
, (26)

leading to a generalized EM algorithm [36]. Both lines in Eq.
(26) can be solved using convex optimization as Eq. (20).

The resulting algorithm is summarized in Algo. 1. Due
to the stochastic nature of the EM-based method used, i.e.,
due to the sampling step (Line 5 in Algo. 1), the proposed
iterative procedure does not converge exactly to the MMAP
estimator ofW but after some iterations, referred to as burn-in

iterations, the generated W (i) oscillate around it. The number
of burn-in iterations Nbi and the total number of iterations
Niter are user-defined parameters. For all the simulations
results presented in Section V however, the convergence of the
algorithm is fast (less than 5-10 iterations) and the oscillations
are quite small. This can be monitored using the relative
error between successive W (i). Thus, we stop the burn-
in when the error becomes smaller than a fixed threshold
dε = 10−10. Since the oscillations are small in practice, we
used Niter = Nbi + 5. After Niter iterations, we finally use
the average of the last Niter −Nbi generated values of W as
our estimate ŴMMAP (Line 14 in Algo. 1).

ALGORITHM 1

EM-based estimation of W

1: Fixed input parameters: ε, λ, number of burn-in iterations Nbi,
total number of iterations Niter > Nbi.

2: Initialization (k = 0)
3: Set W (0) (and Φ(0))
4: for i = 0, . . . Niter do
5: Sample t̃ ∼ p(t|W (i),S,Φ(i)).
6: Compute p̃n,k = p(tn = k|̃t\n,W (i),S,Φ(i)),∀(n, k)
7: Compute W (i+1) using Eq. (20) (or (26)).
8: if Φ(i) 6= ∅ then
9: Compute Φ(i+1) using Eq. (26).

10: else
11: Set Φ(i+1) = Φ(i).
12: end if
13: end for
14: Set ŴMMAP = 1/(Niter −Nbi)

∑Niter
i=Nbi+1 W

(i)

C. Estimation of the spectral responses

The algorithm presented in the previous section estimates
W but does not provide directly an estimate of R. It can be
seen from (1) that

Ep(yn|rn,tn,bn)[ȳn] =

L∑
l=1

rn,lGl + Tbn, (27)

i.e., that rn,l =
wn,lE[yn]

Gl
using (4). While it is possible to

estimate rn,l using ŵn,lȳn/Gl, this estimate, which assumes
ȳn ≈ E[ȳn], is in practice too noisy, especially in the photon-
starved regime. Thus, we propose to denoise the image ȳ =
{ȳn}n to get a better estimate ŷ = {ŷn}n, leading to

r̂n,l =
ŵn,lŷn
Gl

. (28)

Using the fact that ȳ is corrupted by Poisson noise, ŷ is ob-
tained by denoising the image ȳ using a variant of the BM3D
algorithm [40], i.e., the method developed in [41] to account
for Poisson noise. While other denoising algorithms could
be used, this denoiser provides state-of-the-art reconstruction
results with a reduced computational time and limited user
supervision. Here, we used the default parameter settings of
the code available at http://www.cs.tut.fi/∼foi/invansc/.

http://www.cs.tut.fi/~foi/invansc/
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D. Estimation of the depth profile

Following the computation of ŴMMAP via the EM-based
algorithm, the depth profile is finally estimated using

t̂n,MMAP = argmax
tn

∑
t\n

p(t|ŴMMAP ,S),∀n (29)

These estimates are obtained via Monte Carlo simulation from
p(t|ŴMMAP ,S), which can be performed efficiently using
a 2-step Gibbs sampler, exploiting the MRF structure of the
TV-based prior model (12), as in [34]. In all the experiments
carried out and presented in Section V, the Gibbs sampler used
to estimate the depth profile was stopped after 300 iterations,
with a burn-in period of 50 iterations.

E. Computational considerations

Mazimization step: although a thorough study of algorithms
to solve (20) is out of scope of this paper, we discuss here
two different approaches that have been used depending on
the prior model for W . With the prior models (7) or (8), we
used the classical alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [42] as it can easily handle the constraints on W
as well as smooth or non-smooth prior models. The same
ADMM stopping criterion as in [42] has been used in all
our experiments. Since the splitting schemes (e.g., the number
of splitting variables) varies, the different ADMM schemes
implemented are not further detailed here. Note however that
some steps (e.g., involving Q̃1(W |W (i))) in the ADMM se-
quential approach cannot be computed analytically and require
optimization sub-routines. In this case, where the cost function
is differentiable, we adopted a line search approach. Since a
variable-splitting approach is used, the overall computational
cost of the method can be significant, as it requires storing
several matrices (the splitting variables) that have the same
size as W . Using the Dirichlet-based models, the optimization
in (20) can be performed pixel-wise and Q̃(W |W (i)) is twice
differentiable and strictly concave. Thus we can use second-
order methods, e.g., a simple Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm
to solve (20) efficiently. When Φ 6= ∅, the second line of
Eq. (26) is solved iteratively using a component wise NR
algorithm, where the elements of Φ are updated sequentially
until convergence. As will be seen in Section V, this makes
Dirichlet-based models computationally more attractive than
MRF-based models.

Sampling the auxiliary variable t: the sampling step in Line
5 of Algo. 1 requires sampling from a discrete MRF, which
can be done in a similar fashion to the final estimation of t
in Section IV-D. However, using a Gibbs sampling approach
with a random initialization would yield a long burn-in period
to obtain a sample from p(t|W (i),S,Φ(i)). Instead, we use
the value of t̃ generated at the previous iteration to hot-start
the Gibbs sampler and only iterate a reduced number of times
(1 to 2 in practice) to generate a sample.

MRF hyperparameter λ: the dynamic range ofW decreases
in the presence of high background and λ in (7) and Eq. (8)
should be adjusted accordingly if prior information about the
signal to background ratio is available. In Section V however,
we do not use such information and set λ = 10 in (7) and Eq.

(8) for all the experiments as this value leads to satisfactory
results on average, irrespective of the level of background in
the range considered. Note that the level of user-supervision
required for fine-tuning λ is one of the motivations for using
the C-Dirichlet model, whose parameters are more robust to
illumination conditions.

Pixel clustering for the C-Dirichlet model: the C-Dirichlet
model defined in Section III relies on a user-defined clustering
of the pixels, which is difficult to set beforehand. To define the
C groups of pixels, we first run Algo. 1 for a few iterations
using the W-Dirichlet model to get a coarse initial guess
W̄ 0 of W which is used to create the clusters. While direct
clustering of the N L-dimensional vectors in W̄ 0 is possible,
it is in practice prone to noise and patch-based clustering is
preferred here. More precisely, we first construct from W̄ 0

a set of N 3D patches of size Np × Np × L (one patch per
pixel). The patches are then vectorized and clustered into C
groups via k-means clustering with the `2 distance as similarity
measure between patches [43]. In all the results presented in
Section V, we used C = 7 classes of (3 × 3) pixels patches.
Note however that different clustering strategies, e.g., [44]–
[46] could be used instead of k-means.

V. RESULTS

We first assess the performance of the proposed approach
with the different prior models for W using synthetic SBL
data, i.e., with L = 1 in Section V-A and then apply our
approach on real SW-MSL data in Section V-B with a reduced
number of prior models.

A. Analysis of synthetic SBL data
In this section, we generated synthetic data using the

N = 200× 200 pixels depth and reflectivity profiles, depicted
in Fig. 2 (top), which are actual depth and reflectivity (at
532nm) profiles obtained in [15] and [14]. The associated IRF
g(.) shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) in orange (532nm) was obtained
during the calibration of the imaging system. The number of
temporal bins was set to T = 1500 (bin width of 2ps) and
a spatially constant background b = {bn}n was added to
all of the waveforms. For all of the experiments presented
in this paper, we set the admissible temporal positions to
[tmin, tmax] = [301, T − 600] to ensure the integrals of the
IRFs remain constant over the admissible object range.

To control the quality of the generated data, we introduce
as in [23], two parameters (α and γ) controlling the mean
signal detection and the background levels. More precisely,
datasets have been generated using Eq. (2), such that the
average number of signal and background photons in the
nth pixel are αrnG1 and bn = αγT , respectively. The
parameter α is chosen in {25, 100} and γ takes values in
{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 5}/T . This leads to average counts
per pixel from 10.3 (for (α, γ) = (25, 0.01/T )) to 542.7 (for
(α, γ) = (100, 5/T )). In the latter case, about 500 of these
photons arise from the background. With this parametrization,
and average signal to background ratio (SBR)

SBR =
1

N

N∑
n=1

1

Tbn

L∑
l=1

rn,lGl,
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can be expressed as SBR = 1
NTγ

∑N
n=1

∑L
l=1 rn,lGl, and it

ranges from 0.086 (for γ = 5/T ) to 42 (for γ = 0.01/T ).

Fig. 2. Top: depth (left) and reflectivity profiles used to simulate SBL
data. Bottom: normalised IRFs from [15], corresponding to the probability
mass functions (p.m.f) of the photons ToAs associated with the wavelengths
[473, 532, 589, 640]nm. The orange IRF is that used in Section V-A.

The proposed approach is compared in the SBL case with
two approaches designed to reconstruct 3D surfaces assuming
exactly one visible surface per pixel:

Cross-correlation approach: denoted as ”Xcorr”, it corre-
sponds to the classical matched-filter [47]. The depth profile is
estimated by maximizing the correlation between the IRF and
each histogram yn. These estimates are then used in Eq. (3)
to estimate W via maximum likelihood, and then R using the
method described in Section IV-C. This strategy yields better
reflectivity estimates than the standard estimation of (R, b)
from Eq. (3), conditioned on the estimated depth profile.

Photon unmixing algorithm [20]: Pixel patches of size 5×5
have been used to locally improve the SBR and the probability
threshold has been set to τFA = 0.05 to censor background
photons before parameter estimation (see [20] for additional
details). These values have been optimized manually to obtain
the best results on average for each (α, γ), according to the
metric in (30). This method assumes that the SBR is known.

Note that the method proposed in [23] coincides with our
Lap model for L = 1, i.e., when the Dirichlet distribution
becomes a beta distribution, and this method is thus not
included above.

The reflectivity estimation is assessed using the mean
squared error

MSE =
1

N

N∑
n=1

‖rn − r̂n‖22, (30)

where rn (resp. r̂n) is the actual (resp. estimated) spectral
response of the nth pixel. The MSEs obtained with the
different methods for α = 25 and α = 100 as a function
of γ are shown in Fig. 3. In the low illumination scenario
(α = 25), this figure shows that the TV, Lap and C-Dirichlet
models perform similarly well and that the C-Dirichlet model

Fig. 3. MSE of the reflectivity (averaged over 3 realizations) obtained with
the different competing methods for L = 1, as function of γ, with α = 25
(left) and α = 100 (right).

provides the most accurate estimate for high values of γ. The
W-Dirichlet and G-Dirichlet models provide the least accurate
reflectivity reconstruction. The results obtained with the Xcorr
model are close to that of W-Dirichlet, explained by the lack of
strong regularization. We obtained similar results in the high
illumination scenario (α = 100), where only the TV, Lap and
C-Dirichlet models allow more accurate reconstruction than
the method from [20] for low background levels (γ < 0.5),
and only the C-Dirichlet provides better reconstruction in term
of the MSE than the method of Goyal [20].

Fig. 4. CDFs of the depth absolute error obtained using the competing
methods for data generated with L = 1, γ = 5 and α = 25 (left) and
α = 100 (right).

The ranging performance is quantified using the cumu-
lative density function (CDF) of the depth absolute error
hn = |tn − t̂n|,∀n, where t̂n is the estimate of the actual
depth parameter tn in the nth pixel. The depth error CDFs
obtained with α ∈ {25, 100} are depicted in Fig. 4. Note
that TV and Lap perform similarly and that the Dirichlet-
based priors also perform similarly. Thus the results obtained
with Lap, G-Dirichlet and C-Dirichlet are omitted here. In
the low illumination scenario, Xcorr provides the poorest
estimation, whereas TV, similarly to W-Dirichlet, achieves the
most accurate. Note that among the prior models we proposed,
W-Dirichlet and TV provide respectively the least and most
accurate estimates and both perform better than the method
from [20] for α = 25. With α = 100, all the methods (except
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Xcorr) perform similarly. Interestingly, the choice of the prior
model for W has in general a limited impact on the quality of
t̂, which is more affected by the (lack of) depth regularization.

(α, γ)
Counts / Method Niter

Time / Total
SBR iter time

(25,0.01) 10.3/42
W-Dirichlet 12 7s 93s
C-Dirichlet 12 8s 95s

TV 12 10s 127s

(25,5) 135.6/0.086
W-Dirichlet 12 12s 155s
C-Dirichlet 11 11s 128s

TV 12 14s 157s

(100,0.01) 43.8/42
W-Dirichlet 11 17s 190s
C-Dirichlet 12 16s 197s

TV 12 19s 230s

(100,5) 542.7/0.086
W-Dirichlet 12 27s 300s
C-Dirichlet 11 30s 336s

TV 11 36s 392s

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED APPROACHES USING

SBL DATA, I.E., WITH L = 1 (TIMINGS IN SECONDS).

Table I illustrates the computational cost of our method
with SBL data, for the different models considered. The time
corresponds to that the execution of Algo. 1 and does not
include the estimation of t which has a fixed complexity (for
fixed (N,L, T )), that is 106s here. It however includes the es-
timation of the reflectivity profile from W , which takes 0.25s
and is negligible compared to the other steps. Since Lap (resp.
G-Dirichlet) has a complexity similar to that of TV (resp. W-
Dirichlet), the corresponding results are omitted. While the
convergence speed is not significantly affected by the SBR
or number of photons, the iterations become slower as the
photon counts increase, mostly due to the cost of the likelihood
evaluation. All the methods present comparable computational
costs, although W-Dirichlet (resp. TV) is generally the fastest
(resp. slowest) method with SBL data.

Based on these first results, we only consider C-Dirichlet,
Lap and TV, as the most promising models, for the analysis
of SW-MSL data in the next section. The W-Dirichlet model
is also considered to illustrate the impact of the lack of
informative prior models on the inference process.

B. Analysis of real SW-MSL data

Here, we compare our approach to that developed in [14],
using the real SW-MSL data acquired in that work, composed
of L = 4 wavelengths (473, 532, 589 and 640nm), whose IRFs
are shown in Fig. 2 (see [14] for additional details about the
imaging setup). While perfect ground truth reflectivity and
range profiles are not available, we use as reference profiles
the results obtained with the method developed in [14], applied
to data acquired with a long illumination time and a negligible
background contribution. We consider datasets with 1.1, 5.7,
11.4 and 114.3 signal photons per pixel on average. Two
scenarios are considered. One set of data was acquired with
negligible background illumination while a second data set
was acquired with spatially varying background (see [14]),
leading to an average SBR of 1.4.

The reflectivity MSEs obtained by the different competing
methods are shown in Fig. 5 for different acquisition scenarios,
i.e., number of signal photons. Irrespective of the background
level, C-Dirichlet is the method whose performance is the

Fig. 5. MSE of R obtained with real data (L = 4) and the different competing
methods as function of the number of photon counts, with (left) and without
background illumination (right).

Fig. 6. CDFs of the depth absolute error, with high background (SBR = 1.4)
(top) and with negligible background (bottom). The first (resp. second) column
corresponds to 114.3 (resp. 1.1) signal photons per pixel on average.

closest to the method from [14]. This figure also highlights the
importance of prior information, especially in the presence of
strong background. Note that TV and Lap perform generally
worse than C-Dirichlet, especially when the photon counts
are large. This is mainly due to the value of λ, which has
been fixed for all the illumination conditions. Although C-
Dirichlet does not outperform the method of Ren [14], the
performance degradation is not significant and is balanced by
the significantly lower computational cost, as will be shown
at the end of this section.

The depth error CDFs of the different methods, obtained
with 114.3 and 1.1 signal photons per pixel, are shown in Fig.
6. In this figure, Lap is omitted as it provides nearly the same
results as TV. As in the SBL case (see Fig. 4), the ranging
results obtained with our method do not strongly depend on
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Fig. 7. Depth/RGB reconstruction using real SW-MSL data, with the method
of [14] and our approach (C-Dirichlet), with 1.1 (bottom) and 5.7 (top) signal
photons per pixel, with non-negligible background (SBR= 1.4).

the choice of the prior model for W . With high photon counts
(Fig. 6, left column), the method of Ren [14] provides slightly
better results, while in the low illumination regime, our method
performs similarly or even better (see Fig. 6, top-right subplot),
due to the slow convergence of the method [14] in such cases.
Conversely, our method which first marginalizes t converges
quickly and is more robust in the photon-starved and high
background regime. For completeness, the estimated depth
profiles obtained by Ren [14] and our approach using C-
Dirichlet for 1.1 and 11.4 signal photons per pixel, and with
strong ambient illumination are shown in Fig. 7. This figure
illustrates the overall agreement between the two methods,
except in the most extreme scenario where our new method
provides a more accurate range profile. It also shows that the
C-Dirichlet leads less blurred reflectivity profiles.

Counts / Method Niter
Time / Total

SBR iter time

1.1/∞
W-Dirichlet 11 35s 386s
C-Dirichlet 11 36s 396s

TV 11 413s 4546s

1.9/1.4
W-Dirichlet 12 34s 433s
C-Dirichlet 12 37s 445s

TV 12 381s 4574s

114.3/∞
W-Dirichlet 10 53s 531s
C-Dirichlet 11 56s 617s

TV 11 581s 6391s

194/1.4
W-Dirichlet 13 55s 716s
C-Dirichlet 11 58s 639s

TV 11 609s 6702s
Any Ren NA NA ≈ 15 hours

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COST OF THE COMPETING APPROACHES FOR REAL

SW-MSL DATA ANALYSIS, FOR DIFFERENT TOTAL COUNTS AND SBRS.

Finally, Table II reports the computational time associated

with the different prior models and the method from [14].
The results related to the Lap are similar to those of TV
and are omitted here. Note that the table does not include
the estimation of t, which equals 112s, irrespective of the
background level and signal photon counts. It does however
include the estimation of R from W , which lasts 0.25s and
does not depend on L. While the two Dirichlet-based models
have almost the same complexity, the TV-based model has a
higher computational cost due to the use of an ADMM to
solve (20), whose complexity grows with L.

The results confirm the benefits of the C-Dirichlet model,
which generally achieves similar or better depth estimation and
satisfactory spectral signatures reconstruction, when compared
to the existing method. This is however performed at a
significantly lower computational cost.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a novel algorithm for spectral
and depth profile estimation from SW-MSL waveforms, in the
presence of non negligible background and reduced acquisition
time (down to 1 signal photon per pixel, on average). The
reformulation of the model into a mixture of illumination
sources and ambient illumination allowed the use of an EM-
based algorithm for sequential parameter estimation, allowing
in turn a significant speed-up compared to the existing method
for SW-MSL data analysis, without significant degradation
of the reconstruction performance. We compared several re-
flectivity models and demonstrated the benefits of the C-
Dirichlet model in terms of quality of estimation, level of user
supervision and computational cost. While our new approach
benefits from a significantly reduced computational cost, these
new results are still incompatible with real-time requirements.
Thus, future work should consist of further accelerating the
inference process. An interesting route for improvement could
be online reconstruction, as in [48].
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